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SECTION 1

Risk Warning
Crowd-sourced funding is risky. Issuers using this facility include new or rapidly growing
ventures. Investment in these types of ventures is speculative and carries high risks.
You may lose your entire investment, and you should be in a position to bear this risk
without undue hardship.
Even if the company is successful, the value of your investment and any return on the
investment could be reduced if the company issues more shares.
Your investment is unlikely to be liquid. This means you are unlikely to be able to sell your
shares quickly or at all if you need the money or decide that this investment is not right
for you.
Even though you have remedies for misleading statements in the offer document or
misconduct by the company, you may have difficulty recovering your money.
There are rules for handling your money. However, if your money is handled inappropriately
or the person operating the platform on which this offer is published becomes insolvent,
you may have difficulty recovering your money.
Ask questions, read all information given carefully, and seek independent financial advice
before committing yourself to any investment.
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2.1 Letter from the CEO
Dear Investor,
Thank you for your interest in and consideration of investing in Lumiant.
We have set out with an ambition to radically transform the way financial advice is delivered in
Australia. It’s by no means a small target, but it is one we believe we can achieve.
Our Board and Executive team are one of the most experienced teams assembled with deep
capabilities across technology, execution, leadership and product delivery in the financial services
market. We also share a common goal to leave the advice profession in a better place through this
journey.
By looking at our team’s combined knowledge and expertise, you will see just why I am so excited
about what we are building. I feel overwhelming gratitude and enthusiasm about the talent we
have been able to attract.
My own background spans 22 years as a junior adviser, as a shareholder, and now Chairman of a
large financial planning practice. I also founded another successful business in the wealth sector
and remain a Director of Implemented Portfolios Limited - which looks after circa $1.5 billion of
investor funds.
Implemented Portfolios was built with a similar objective to Lumiant, that is of tech-enabling
the client experience, in that case it related to the investment experience. Similarly, the real
value of advice is helping people uncover and lead the life they’ve always dreamed of, not just
the recommendation of an investment product. Lumiant intends on changing this by enabling the
incredible value of great advice to come to life.
The financial services industry, and the advice industry within is being shaped by significant
regulatory reform following the Royal Commission in Financial Services conducted in 2019.
The influences are reshaping the sector in a transformational manner that has not been seen
before in our lifetime. The industry and its advisory practices have been experiencing a raft of
change in the way their businesses need to be run. Consumer confidence, regulatory complexity,
investment market volatility and a business model that has not had access to the right technology
is now poised for disruption and the progressive advisers can’t wait to receive access to an
innovative, fairer, and more transparent solution that will help them to build better businesses,
create stronger communities, and live better lives.
These advice businesses - including sole traders, partnerships, and larger adviser networks remain
underserved and undervalued by the traditional financial institutions. They remain constrained by
legacy business models, technologies, and procedures. Further, these advisers are tired of having
to manage their business via a patchwork of ill-conceived product-based technologies. It is costing
them time, money and adding to the stress of running an advice business.
We believe it is time for a better way!
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We are strongly focused on a philosophy of Human Centred Design and in delivering the Lumiant
‘Life Centred Advice’ process and sophisticated (SaaS) platform which will combine to exceed the
enhanced regulatory standards, drive consumer loyalty and advocacy and increase profitability,
whilst delivering a meaningful, personalised experience to the end client - one they will truly value.
Lumiant was conceived by listening firsthand to the needs of the advice business community
and applying learnings from the successful and failed approaches of existing global fintech
propositions. Our advice community based in Australia are yet to truly experience the capabilities
and benefits available to those in other markets. I was personally inspired by venturing to the US
on several research tours over more than a decade to pursue this opportunity,
We have tested the experience along the entire development journey and have brought many advice
businesses on the journey, refined our experience with real client feedback. Our foundational
investors are all financial advice businesses or related parties and have all individually validated
the economic model that underpins the business case.
I firmly believe that Lumiant is well placed to be a great success story and be part of leading the
change in driving innovation not only locally but also globally, as we grow and expand to new
markets in the future.
We would greatly appreciate you joining with us to share in our commercial and financial success.
I am excited to share our journey with you and welcome your investment and collaboration.

Santiago Burridge

CEO Lumiant
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2.2 Company Details
This offer of shares is made by Lumiant Pty Ltd ACN 610 279 135 (the ‘Company’).
The Company was incorporated on 19 January 2016.

Registered office and contact details
Level 13, 68 York St
Sydney NSW 2000

Principal place of business
Level 10, 60 Carrington Street
Sydney NSW 2000

2.3 Description of the Business
2.3.1 Overview of Lumiant
Lumiant is a holistic and interactive client experience Software-as-aService (SaaS) solution, transforming the traditional financial advice
process and driving better outcomes for advisers and their clients.
Our experiences have highlighted a considerable gap in the wealth
management and retirement planning industry for a personalised yet
automated system that combines values, goals, objectives and
investment preferences into one client experience.
The Lumiant platform is being developed to fill this gap; to enable
a novel and unique combination of psychographic data and granular
financial data to perform multi-goal, multi-scenario analyses and to
enable the optimisation and accurate calculation of data-driven financial
advice.
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The Problem
With less than 20% of Australians* seeking financial advice, the financial
advice industry must rapidly evolve when it comes to the quality, cost and
delivery of advice. The industry must also seek to engage clients and advice
seekers on a more personalised, individual and meaningful level, so the
true value of advice can be recognised.

Significant changes in regulatory requirements, client expectations and an increasing number of
alternatives available, mean the industry must transform itself if it wants to continue, grow and be
perceived as relevant by future generations of clients.

The specific challenges are:
•

The industry has been people, pen and paper dependent, with limited scale.

•

Regulatory friction has been a constant as the industry has delivered predominantly productbased financial advice.

•

Most of the industry technology focuses on procedural and legal based compliance, together with
standardised product projections which have driven poor decision making and created friction in
the adviser and client relationship.

•

Adviser profit margins have been traditionally low as compliance costs have escalated, as have
all other practice related costs due to a lack of targeted technologies. This has placed significant
limitations on the number of people an adviser can serve.

•

How to appeal to a new generation of millennial investors who prioritise values-based investing,
with a preference for a more digital interaction and service provision.

The above environmental scenario presents an opportunity for progressive advisers to forge fully
compliant client-centric, technology-enabled practices which will realise sustainable profits and help
them scale.

* Sources: Investment Trends 2017 and ABS 2020
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The Solution
Lumiant addresses many of the biggest challenges facing financial planning
businesses today.
Lumiant’s ‘Life Centred Advice’ process and sophisticated (SaaS)
platform combine to exceed the regulatory standards, drive consumer loyalty
and advocacy and increase profitability, whilst delivering a meaningful,
personalised experience to the end client - one they will truly value.

Lumiant addresses many of the biggest challenges facing financial planning businesses today.
Lumiant’s ‘Life Centred Advice’ process and sophisticated (SaaS) platform combine to exceed the
regulatory standards, drive consumer loyalty and advocacy and increase profitability, whilst delivering
a meaningful, personalised experience to the end client - one they will truly value.
In addition to a world-class client experience, the service will feature a unique optimisation engine
which will be underpinned by new financial logics and rules that can analyse psychological and financial
data inputs in a structured and quantitative manner.
Its unique values-based approach shifts the consumer value proposition away from merely a product
conversation. Through an interactive guided process, Lumiant provides advice seekers a way to uncover
what truly matters to them, in order to work with their adviser to design their best life.
This centres the value of financial advice in meaningful long-term goals and values, rather than just
numbers and decimal points, creating an opportunity for advisers to retain clients for life.

Simply put, Lumiant is a seamless, holistic client experience management
solution, driving better outcomes for both advice firms and their clients.
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2.3.2 Investment Highlights

1. Revolutionises the Financial Advisory Experience for Clients
Lumiant’s Lifebook delivers a world-class customer experience focused on building deeper emotional
and behavioural engagement and alignment on core values and goals. This is designed to appeal to both
current and future generations of clients from millennials to retirees.

2. Future proofs the Financial Advice Industry
Lumiant’s solution solves many of the problems faced by the industry, and centres the value of financial
advice in meaningful long-term goals and values, creating an opportunity for advisers to retain clients
for life, optimise sales conversion and improve profitability.

3. Significant Market Traction to Date
Lumiant has already signed Letters of Intent (LOI) with groups representing 1,500 licensed financial
advisers, roughly 6.5% of the total in Australia (22,893 total). Furthermore, the founding team and
shareholder network are directly aligned with a total of 4,250 licensed financial planners representing
20% of the industry.
Strategic partnerships with Institutions, Industry Super, Dealer Groups, IPL and Wealth Connect
Platform (built on Salesforce FSC) could amplify outcomes beyond the forecast case.

4. Recurring SaaS Revenues
Recurring SaaS Revenues Lumiant generates recurring revenue through a SaaS subscription model
framed around annual contracts to advisers. This consistent revenue provides a ready stream of cash
flows to support further product development and business expansion efforts. The Companies revenue
projections are predicated on the ability to convert 908 advisers over 5 years. With a distribution that
represents over 1,500 Letters of Intent already signed, there is a level of confidence that we can achieve
the sales targets that we have set.

5. Multiple Avenues for Expansion using Technology
This scalable SaaS/Cloud based platform allows for global expansion. Further growth potential can be
realised through integration into Salesforce Enterprise Solutions through related partner businesses.
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6. No Direct Competition
We do not believe there to be a full-stack direct competitor in the Australian market. There are others
that do components of the Lumiant experience, but no full end-to-end competitor.

7. Experienced Management Team
The Board and Executive team have a proven track record of commercial success across the wealth
industry, and in the design and delivery of digital products and services for both local and global brands.
The team have separately built proven disruption models over their careers and have a track record
in technology, design, implementation, project management, financial services (including financial
planning), start-ups and delivery. The team has experience in founding, managing, scaling and selling
award winning businesses within the digital space.

2.3.3 What are Financial Advisers?
Financial advisers are professionals who provide advice to consumers wishing to navigate the intricacies
of the investment, taxation and regulatory space. Their role is all about developing strategies that
would help clients manage their finances and meet their life goals.
As every individual is unique, a good financial adviser will take into consideration the customer’s lifestyle
and goals, and provide a strategy that best suits their needs. This process requires consent from the
customer before the financial plan can be enacted.
Many consumers do not have the financial knowledge to judge the quality of advice they are receiving.
They wish to attain peace of mind about the security of their financial future, and rely on a trust-based
relationship with their chosen financial planner. Thus, financial advisers hold the responsibility to
provide the best possible advice tailored to their clients’ situation, at any stage of their client’s life.
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2.3.4 Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking,
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry

The industry must do better in terms of
both the Cost and Quality of advice.
The regulatory environment has become increasingly strict for the Financial Planning Industry, with
the entire service model being forced to evolve in light the findings made by the Royal Commission into
Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry (The Royal Commission) in
2019. Exploring the conflict of interest within Financial Services, the Royal Commission concluded there
existed a fundamental disconnect between the investment product focus of the Financial Planning
industry and the advice outcomes sought by consumers.

The Royal Commission’s guidance is as follows:
•

Creating a methodology for true consumer centricity and Best Interest Duty (BID)

•

Putting the client, not the product, at the centre of the advice process

•

Improving professional standards of financial advisers to current and future requirements
(eg. FASEA)

•

Establishes a basis for an ongoing transparent and values-based advice process, to deliver a
consumer’s best financial life journey

These findings ultimately resulted in the introduction of a legally binding Best Interest Duty, obligations
to prove ongoing value of advice and a need to demonstrate informed consent of the consumer.
Combined with increasingly stringent professional standards for financial planners, these changes have
significantly disrupted the traditional model of financial advice and introduced significant economic
burdens. Financial Planning businesses must now adopt a transparent and values-based advice
process, which has proven costly to implement due to the dependency on people and limited technology
enablement.

2.3.5 How Lumiant Fits
This paradigm shift in the Financial Planning model has created a gap in the market for Lumiant to provide
an industrialised, repeatable and measurable SaaS platform that rapidly builds trusted relationships,
demonstrates the value of advice and drives action.
Luminant provides a combination of unique features that creates an incredibly compelling value
proposition for all stakeholders, ultimately improving the quality of advice-based outcomes and
perceptions of the Financial Planning industry, whilst enabling more profitable and sustainable advice
businesses.
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2.4 Key Achievements to Date
Date incorporated: 19th of January 2016
In March 2017, the Company began to develop underlying client values by appointing Dr Helen Parker
of The University of Sydney to derive client views and behaviour to shape the Your Values elements.
Over the following years, on the ground research, user testing and first versions of the prototype were
completed.

2019
November ‘19
Heads of Agreement executed with the above practices to form a second
seeding round to form an extended foundational shareholding group, to
fund and support the initial development of the program.

2020
March ‘20
A further $635,000 raised for the commencement of the Human Centred
Design process.

July ‘20
Initial prototype validated among the shareholder group. Hiring and
development of the technology team commenced. Letters of Intent to
support the program executed by a group of prospective clients and
centres of influence, representing distribution of in excess of 1,500
financial advisers.

August ‘20
Development of the necessary business infrastructure to support the
various launches, payment invoicing, governance, sales and onboarding
etc. Capital raise for Series A begins.

September ‘20
Three components in the field tested with consumers sourced from
10 initial advice-based practices (includes shareholders and ‘aligned’
practices).

December ‘20
52 Financial Planners representing 19 Financial Advice firms agreed to
launch the technology.
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2.5 Business and Revenue
Model
2.5.1 Core Business Model

Lumiant conducts a business-to-business (B2B) SaaS business model
that generates revenue in three areas:
• One-off Advisor Onboarding Fee - AU$2,500
• Annual Subscription Fee for Advisers - AU$2,500
• Annual Subscription Fee for Consumers - AU$600

The above pricing model has been extensively tested within the practice-based shareholders and to
date the overwhelming feedback has been positive. The Company expects many of its expect many of
our users to pass on the expense to clients, however there will be businesses that choose to absorb this
expense in order to improve their retention and sustainability of their practices.
The feedback from all practices has been that Lumiant will help them validate their advice proposition,
irrespective of how they deal with the Lumiant pricing.

In the traditional financial advice practice, there are several technology
costs which are built into the infrastructure expense absorbed to deliver
financial advice, including but not limited to:
•

Financial Planning Statement of Advice ‘SOA’ technology

•

Customer Relationship Management ‘CRM’ technology (not always utilised as some practices
use basis CRM within the above SOA technology)

•

Investment and Superannuation Administration Platform technology

•

Share Administration and Trading technology

In terms of relative cost Lumiant would be lower than most of the above technologies yet it will
provide the practices with rich and valuable information on their clients’ values, goals and investment
preferences. Lumiant will also be providing critical customer engagement which will underpin the
credibility of meeting their BID obligations, whilst realising further efficiency for the practice.
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2.5.2 Key Platform Features
The Lumiant platform has been built from real experience and feedback, combined with the recent
regulatory shifts. Its six key features exist to provide advisers and their clients with the best possible
experience and long-term outcomes.

01. Your Confidence
Rapidly identify and measure an
investor’s confidence in relation to their
financial life.

02. Your Values
Understand what really matters to
clients through guided values-based
conversations that drive positive
behavioural outcomes and rich goals.
Non-CFO spouse for the first time
highly engaged.

03. Your Best Life
Simplify the complexity of varying
scenarios and build understanding of
required trade offs in context of the
client’s best life.
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04. Your Investment
Preferences
Capture client preferences on how their
money is invested and the values driving
their decisions. Turns traditional riskprofiling on its head and meets new
regulatory requirements around Informed
Consent, KYC and BID.

05. Your Lifebook
Adviser and client experience platform
creating a practice branded experience
showing the client how they are on
track to lead their best life.

06. Adviser Workbench
Dashboard to show client and adviser
what is currently being worked on.
Meets regulatory demand for providing
value and streamlines adviser back and
middle office function.
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2.6 Business Strategy
2.6.1 Overview
Lumiant has a clear value proposition to meet the technological gap and associated market demand for
its Life Centred Advice process and sophisticated (SaaS) platform.
This involves the company executing successfully upon three fundamental requirements, namely:
1.

Technology development in the financial wealth industry;

2.

Understanding and researching advice consumer behaviour, values and investment preferences;
and

3.

Accessing and distributing the technology to the financial wealth participants.

Whilst Lumiant believes it can succeed across all three elements, the difference in success in the startup space has invariably been as a result of successful distribution rather than simply the best idea or
technology. Accordingly, the Company has focused more on its business development to underpin the
future success of the business.
Lumiant can already rely on commercial support from its committed shareholder advice practices, as
well as from several centres of influence who have provided ‘Letters of Intent’ representing circa 1,500
financial advisers. Its ongoing business strategy is to capture more of the market by leveraging further
existing relationships and industry networks.

2.6.2 The Lumiant Difference
Lumiant addresses many of the biggest challenges facing financial planning businesses today.
In addition to a world-class client experience, the service features a unique optimisation engine which
will be underpinned by new financial logics and rules that can analyse psychological and financial data
inputs in a structured and quantitative manner.
Its unique values-based approach shifts the consumer value proposition away from merely a product
conversation. Rather, through an interactive guided process, Lumiant provides advice-seekers a way to
uncover what truly matters to them, in order to work with their adviser to design their best life.
This centres the value of financial advice in meaningful long-term goals and values, rather than just
numbers and decimal points, creating an opportunity for advisers to retain clients for life.

Simply put, Lumiant is a seamless, holistic client experience management
solution, driving better outcomes for both advice firms and their clients.
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For Advisers
•

Industrialised, repeatable process enabling advisers to be more client facing

•

Evidence backed process that deeply engages clients and provides value

•

Scalable and high-quality process drives higher revenue and economic profit

•

Removes the pen, paper and notepad from your business and takes the dependency off people

•

Higher work efficiency facilitated by instantaneous file notes through the meeting experience.
Admin staff finalising file notes and next steps allowing the adviser more time

•

Adviser service accountability. Clients can see the services that are provided in real time

•

Practice branded portal for all areas of the client’s life
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For Clients
•

Significantly improved advice experience

•

Much deeper engagement especially with non-CFO spouse

•

Ability to see that their life is on track to targets they set

•

Confidence that the adviser is working for them which builds better trust

•

Access to information in one place in the form of a digital portal

•

Communication tool that is easy and accessible at any time with the adviser

•

A more consistent connection with the adviser
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2.6.3 Growth Strategy
Primarily, Lumiant will focus on executing its current pipeline and those indicating existing interest from
the centres of influence based LOIs.
Execution of the above opportunities will underpin the economic model through the initial strategic
planning cycle of FY21-23. This will then provide the Company with the platform to launch into an
accelerated growth plan during the 2nd strategic planning cycle of FY24-26.
Lumiant’s accelerated plan will be to pivot into the institutional space and industry super fund markets.
These markets have struggled to engage their investors and the Company believes the Lumiant process
will be highly sought after by this segment of the market. Equally, these groups are currently experiencing
significant change as a result of significant regulatory reform and remediation efforts. Accordingly, their
appetite for technological change will be heightened toward the end of FY21-23.
Lumiant will also be exploring additional channel growth opportunities to leverage the platform as it
considers other SaaS vendors who have approached it around collaborating with its solution. Additionally,
other adjacent opportunities exist in other parts of the wealth sector including but not limited to the
accounting profession and the mortgage broking sector.
Dependent upon Lumiant’s success through its FY21-23 strategic cycle, different growth scenarios may
present themselves, including acquisitions, and entering offshore markets such as New Zealand, US, and
Canada. However, these will not be leveraged until Lumiant has exploited the local market successfully.

Steps

Goals

In the medium to long term, Lumiant has developed strategies
to grow through expanding its customer base, acquisitions, and
entering offshore markets.

Forecast Case

Forecast Plus and
Aspirational

Execute current pipeline
and COIs

As soon as positive
momentum is exceeding
forecast case Lumiant will
look to accelerate growth
via acquiring new sales and
onboarding teams. Further
capital raise in June 2021
off the back of demand
signals
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2.6.4 Technology Strategy
Lumiant’s approach is focused on the continued use of innovative tools and technologies to enable an
extraordinary client experience, while building a low-cost-to-operate, scalable and profitable business.

Lumiant’s technology strategy is driven by the harmonisation of
considerations from several perspectives:
• Adviser and practice need and related user efficiency
• Product strategy which is underpinned by Human Centred Design
• Product features including reliability, scalability, and security

Lumiant intends on partnering with reputable third parties where necessary development does not
economically make sense. These parties include leading financial services technologies and /or other
reputable smaller technology enterprises. This approach has been successful for fintech providers in
other markets, such as the US and UK.
The Lumiant technology platform will initially be a service-centric offering, but will quickly develop, to a
platform-centric ecosystem architecture. Advances in artificial intelligence, and the digitising of various
traditional services will offer businesses unprecedented access to financial services. Lumiant intends to
leverage these opportunities to initially deliver on its vision of building a ‘Life Centred Advice’ process
and sophisticated (SaaS) platform.
However, in doing so Lumiant technology will be underpinned by its core principle of ‘Risk-First’
(governance, risk management, compliance and security), implemented via DevSecOps and aligned
to the ‘Secure by Design’ cyber security approach. Data confidentiality, availability and integrity is
paramount as is data sovereignty within Australia. The platform complies with bank level security with
encryption of all data in transit and at rest.
As mainstream adoption of SaaS solutions continues, Lumiant’s technology has a clear value proposition
to the financial planning industry. Providing an easy means for practices to cut costs and increase the
likelihood of successful client engagement.
This methodology coupled with the Lumiant onboarding and training approach will create significant
barriers for competitor entry as Lumiant is not just technology, it will be transitioned into the advisers’
way of life. It is a platform that advisers will master to drive higher engagement, better conversion of
referrals and deliver the ability to deeply engage clients on an ongoing basis. Lumiant’s plan is to continue
to grow the platform experience into the go-to life and wealth platform for clients and to continue to drive
benefit back to its customers.

The software is client-centric focusing on methods to live their
best life, via metrics such as customer satisfaction rating, instead of
products.
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Lumiant Platform
CLIENT

ADVISER

Lumiant Client Portal

Lumiant Adviser Portal
Your Values

Your Confidence
Your Best Life

Your Lifebook

Adviser Workbench

Your Investment Preferences

Lumiant API
Lumiant GraphQL

Lumiant Platform
Lumiant Modules
Your Confidence
Your Best Life

Your Values

Events & Notifications

Your Lifebook

Your Investment Preferences

Adviser Workbench

Lumiant Data
Institutional
Client
Static Data

Dealer Group
Investment Data

Practice
Open Banking Data

Financial Planning Data

Staff
Market Data

CRM Data

Lumiant Partners
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2.7 Customer Acquisition Strategy
2.7.1 Target Audience
Lumiant is targeting Australian Financial Planning Businesses, from institutional to private practices.
The Company’s experience and knowledge of this market has led it to focus across the segment in a
three-fold priority as follows:
1.

Retail practices holding their own Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) - these are generally
smaller businesses with two or more principles and operate right across Australia.

2.

Dealer Groups or networks of Adviser practices all operating under a single AFSL, as authorised
representatives – these involve groups of practices generally well aligned in profile and can range
in number from half a dozen to hundreds of practices and similarly hundreds of advisers.

3.

Institutional AFSLs and Industry Super Funds – these involve some of the largest AFSLs in Australia
including AMP, IOOF and super funds with tens of thousands of members e.g. Australian Super,
HOSTPLUS etc.

Lumiant’s initial focus is on executing within the market which it has already assembled, being its
practice-based shareholders and those advisers affiliated with its existing centres of influence.
Lumiant can underpin its immediate success by simply realising this primary audience. Penetration of
only a small portion of the contestable market is required to exceed the economic case outlined in this
document. Fundamentally, Lumiant’s initial and mid-term success will result from the two segments
covered in (1) and (2) above.
Lumiant will look to leverage the institutional and Industry super fund markets also in due course.
This is an intentional strategy as the dynamics on onboarding and training capacity is magnified in its
complexity in this segment and it is the Company’s view that this will emerge to greater effect toward
the latter end of the strategic cycle FY21-23.
Lumiant is also anticipating a faster uptake through the younger age segment of the adviser community
as it has experienced strong interest among the Millennials and Gen X advisory cohorts. This is due
to their generally better-informed understanding that the value of advice is much more than picking a
financial product. In relation to the end consumers the Company has also seen the Lumiant capabilities
having great success deeply re-engaging pre-retirees and retirees in the value of advice and helping
them maximise their lives. Evidence to date is in fact suggesting broad based support across all
demographics.

Shareholder and Aligned Adviser Practices

Centres of Influence
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2.7.2 Channel Strategy
Lumiant can simultaneously reach its target audiences in both the advisers and the end consumer
segments as the platform client is essentially the adviser practice. Practices serve myriads of end
consumers, but the predominant audience tend to be pre-retirees and post-retirees as this has been the
case in terms of the wealth distribution in Australia.
The Lumiant board and shareholder group are strategically aligned with advisor practices representing a
total of 4,350 licensed financial planners. Collectively, this represents 25% of the total financial planner
market in Australia, of which 1,500 have already signed letters of intent.
The Company’s Board and Leadership team are experienced in financial planning distribution and have
proven knowledge and ability to execute.

11 LOIs held. Strongly aligned shareholder group. Proven ability
to distribute. Arguably best COI capability in the market.
Synchron LOI signed, Peloton Partners signed and Elixir
Consulting signed.

•

Institutional relationships in place and initial discussions occurred.

•

IPL aligned practices available for cross-sale.

•

Proven ability to distribute into the sector.

•

Shareholder practices (5) committed to transitioning advice based consumers.

•

Additional aligned practices (6) committed to being part of testing and onboarding advice
consumers.

•

Represents an initial client base of 1,500 consumers or $900,000 in annualised revenue once fully
converted.

•

Significant industry reach creating the ability to access large parts of the value chain.
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2.7.3 Brand Positioning
The Lumiant brand and visual communication is positioned to be that of a trusted guide and mentor,
leading you toward an enjoyable and purposeful life.
Knowledgeable, experienced and empathetic, the brand intends to invoke a sense of true understanding
and bring about clarity and connection between adviser and client, and in many cases amongst the
clients themselves.
Research suggests that the financial planning technology industry has been lacking in this level of
personalisation and the ability to tie a client’s financial strategies to meaningful goals and the ‘things
that truly matter in life’.
With that in mind, the brand and its product’s overarching mission is to step in and become this “personal”
missing link and in doing so, help advisers and their clients identify, achieve and sustain extraordinary
lives.
The overall brand aesthetics and communications are reflective of that mission. As can be seen in
the existing visual and written collateral, the brand possesses a heliotropic theme – one of growth,
enjoyment, brightness and certainty; of stretching out and upwards toward the sun.
The brand aims to make clients feel better and clearer about their financial future – that they should
leave feeling more hopeful and confident than when they first arrived.
For advisers, it aims to fill them with assurance that they are equipped with the right tools to truly
demonstrate their ongoing value and that they genuinely understand what matters most to their clients,
in turn invoking their own sense of pride, optimism and confidence toward their future.
This combined with the interactive nature and the innovative functionality of the platform itself,
positions the Lumiant brand to be a unique conduit between the adviser and client.

“A trustworthy, progressive mentor who brings adviser and client
together through effective technology to guide them towards positive
outcomes” and in doing so, uncovers the incredible value of financial
advice.
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2.8 Industry Overview
2.8.1 Current Market and Opportunity
Since 2011, the Australian government has introduced legislation aimed at removing barriers in the
affordability of financial advice. Known as scaled advice, this service allows advisers to provide clients
with advice that only considers a specific issue. Given the lack of clarity and understanding some clients
may have around their finances, there is an obligation for advisers to scale their advice according to
client needs and clearly communicate if they are providing scaled advice or information to the client.
Scaled advice tech in the Australian Financial Planning industry represents a very compelling commercial
opportunity. With mainstream adoption of enterprise SaaS solutions, forecasts state that growth in
industry usage over the next two years of this technology is expected to increase by 232%*. Lumiant is a
provider of scaled advice technology, as it solves regulatory compliance and cost-issues in the financial
planning space, making it well-positioned to capitalise on this trend.
The total addressable market for Lumiant is comprised of 22,893 licensed financial planners, distributed
across a range of institutional and private practices.
Led by a team of deeply connected industry veterans, Lumiant is already aligned with a strong network
representing 25% of Australia’s licensed financial planners, complemented by access to top-level
executives in all major institutional practices.
* Source: Netwealth AdviceTech report 2019

Industry Overview Q1 2020
Aligned

24.9%

5,690

Institution

12.7%

2,896

Private (1 adviser)

3.6%

22,893

Private (2-5 advisers)

11.3%

2,598

Licensed Financial
Advisers

Private (6-30 adviser)

16.3%

3,732

Private (31-100 advisers)

12.3%

2,824

Private (101-200 adviser)

4.5%

1,035

Private (200+ advisers)

14.4%

3,293

14.4%
24.9%
4.5%

12.3%

16.3%

12.7%

3.5%
11.3%

825

Source: Adviser Ratings

Target market is of a size that needs less than 5% to meet
5-year revenue forecasts.
With a current committed pipeline from advice practice shareholders, and an aligned pipeline of circa
100 additional advice practices related to the major shareholder, together with a proven capability to
execute into the financial service market, Lumiant has created a strong basis to grow.
Strategic partnerships with Institutions, Industry Super, Dealer Groups, IPL and Wealth Connect
Platform (built on Salesforce FSC) could amplify outcomes beyond forecasted case.
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2.8.2 Key Competitors
As per section 2.5.2 the features that make up the Lumiant platform will deliver the first full-stack endto-end advice experience in the Australian market. In our research there are components of what the
Company does currently, including:

DOMESTIC
COMPETITORS

Your Lifebook

Your Values

Your Confidence

Your Best Life

Your Investment
Preferences

Advice Intelligence
MyProsperity
CCUBE
Astute Wheel
Think2Perform’s
Values Exercise
Russell Investments
ANZ Financial
Wellbeing Score
UBS Financial
Conﬁdence
Midwinter
XPlan
GLOBAL
COMPETITORS

MoneyGuide Pro
FinLife CX Goldmans
Sachs
Goldman Sachs PFM
(Back Ofﬁce Only)

Domestic Competitors
Advice Intelligence
An enterprise cloud-based platform that streamlines every aspect of the financial planning process, from
campaigns to compliance, to provide financial advisers more time to manage their client relationships.

MyProsperity
A personal wealth portfolio that brings together all of a person’s assets and liabilities into one place.

CCUBE
A cloud software that offers a fully featured CRM, integrated financial modelling and advice tools and
workflow and status reporting. and compliance embedded within the process.
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Astute Wheel
A client engagement software that provides an efficient adviser methodology, a valuable client journey
and compliance embedded within the process.

Think2Perform’s Values Exercise
Offers professional coaching and leadership consulting, with methodologies and tools that provide a
roadmap to greater self-awareness: the foundation of skilful decision-making, and the key to consistent
goal attainment, authentic leadership and engaged teams.

Russell Investments
A leading global investment management with more than $390bn in management. Uses a values based
card game to help clients identify what is important to them.

ANZ Financial Wellbeing Score
A test offered by ANZ that allows consumers to understand their attitude to finances, such that they can
receive tips and advice on how to improve their financial wellbeing.

UBS Financial Confidence
A test offered by UBS that allows consumers to understand what type of financial confidence personality
they are.

Midwinter
Has a digital advice framework and AdviceOS platform that enables advisers to deliver quality advice at
a lower cost and greater scale, providing a new way for advisers to engage with their clients.

XPlan
Software stores all client data and documentation in a single system, which is shown on a dashboard
that allows for full workflow management capability and comprehensive reporting.

Global Competitors
MoneyGuide Pro
Offers a suite of web-based financial planning and retirement planning software. It enables advisors to
visually illustrate income distribution, tax planning, lifetime protection strategies, and the benefits and
trade-offs of annuities.

FinLife CS Goldmans Sachs
An end-to-end client experience system that enables advisers to connect and be constantly engaged
with their clients.

Goldman Sachs PFM
National wealth management firm with the resources and engaging systems to help clients live the life
they want. A Goldman Sachs Personal Financial Management partnership comes with full access to the
entire FinLife® process and system.
A cloud software that offers a fully featured CRM, integrated financial modelling and advice tools and
workflow and status reporting. and compliance embedded within the process.
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2.8.3 Points of Difference
Lumiant offers 6 unique features, which have provided the following advantage:

01. Your Confidence

02. Your Values

03. Your Best Life

04. Your Investment
Preferences

05. Your Lifebook

06. Adviser Workbench
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Lumiant will be delivering the first mass-personalised scaled advice
platform in Australia. This alone is an attractive offering; however, the
Company is also solving many other issues that the advice industry faces.
For the first time Lumiant is allowing advisers to control their client experience
by bringing to life the conversation that occurs within most advice
businesses on a fully integrated whole of life, digital platform.
Lumiant is digitally enabling a conversation around the client’s life, their values and goals and what they
hope to achieve. The Company looks to move the conversation from the best product and meaningless
benchmarks to the best life. Often, these critical conversations die after the first meeting. We ensure
that this always remains at the forefront by providing a life centred, dynamic planning approach where
compliance and regulatory hurdles are exceeded.
Lumiant will drive down the cost to serve, enable the industry to better demonstrate its value, and
serve more clients per adviser.
Lumiant expects referrals specifically from the previously disengaged spouse to significantly grow as
they have not had a strong voice previously.
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2.9 Directors, Advisers and
Management
2.9.1 Board Members (Directors)

Greg Kirk, Chairman
40 year industry veteran and commercial leader. Executive leadership
roles across wealth and advice industry with Challenger, AMP and ANZ.
Executive Chairman of IPL, NED of Creativemass (owner of WealthConnect).

Santiago Burridge, CEO
22 years in Financial Planning industry as a practitioner and executive. Cofounder and Head os Sales at IPL which to date raised circa $1.5 bil FUM
from advisers.

Brent Fairhead, NED & Shareholder
Managing Director, Lawrence Group, a successful Perth based Advisory,
Accounting and Financial Planning business. Foundational investor in
Lumiant and adviser representative.

Chris Dadej, CTO
Senior IT executive, business technology leader and enterprise architect
with over 20 years experience across Investment Banking, Financial
Markets, Wealth Management, Retail Banking and Insurance.
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Simon Tobias, CXO
Design leader and founder of Tobias, a strategic design consultancy.
Simon brings 20+ years experience helping some of the world’s most
respected FS brands, guiding them through human centred transformation
and innovation.

Sue Viskovic, NED
With over 20 years’ experience in financial services, with roles spanning
banking, funds management, advice and licensee services, Sue has built
her career and her business on helping financial advisers, accountants
and risk specialists to improve the way that they run their businesses and
deliver advice.

2.9.2 Management

Santiago Burridge, CEO
22 years in Financial Planning industry as a practitioner and executive.
Co-founder and Head os Sales at IPL which to date raised circa $1.5 bil
FUM from advisers.

Fredrik Lindvall, COO
Fredrik has founded, built, managed, scaled and sold an award winning
100+ employee strong, high end digital/IT software consultant/platform
company. With over 20 years of experience working as a leader and
10 years of experience working as an entrepreneur he has developed a
finely tuned sense on how best to build high performing teams and deliver
profit under high growth and constant change.
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Chris Dadej, CTO
Senior IT executive, business technology leader and enterprise architect
with over 20 years experience across Investment Banking, Financial
Markets, Wealth Management, Retail Banking and Insurance.

Simon Tobias, CXO
Design leader and founder of Tobias, a strategic design consultancy.
Simon brings 20+ years experience helping some of the world’s most
respected FS brands, guiding them through human centred transformation
and innovation.

Nick Gascoigne, Product Lead
Product and design lead with 20 years experience launching and iterating
digital products and services for the finance, insurance and wellbeing
sectors.
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2.9.3 Organisational Structure

CEO
Santiago Burridge

COO
Fredrik Lindvall

CXO
Simon Tobias

CTO
Chris Dadej

SALES

MARKETING

CUSTOMER
SUCCESS
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2.10 Capital Structure
2.10.1 Issued Capital
CAPITAL STRUCTURE POST-RAISING
Pre-money
Valuation

Capital
Raise

Share
Price

New Shares
Issued

Shares on
Issue

Investor
Equity %

$8,500,000

$1,500,000

$0.95

1,577,206

10,514,706

15.00%

The Board and Executive Long-term incentive plan (LTIP) will be designed to align with the Company’s
initial 3-5 year performance ambitions, and will result in a dilutionary impact of not greater than 10% to
shareholder value.
Should early signs prove the business model over and above the forecast case, Lumiant intends to
have an accretive Series B capital round in June 2021. These funds will be used to drive the technology
interface, training and onboarding and industry super, institutional and Salesforce Enterprise sales.

MINIMUM
SUBSCRIPTION
Existing Shares
Offer Shares
Total

MAXIMUM
SUBSCRIPTION

8,937,500

(97.14%)

8,937,500

(85.0%)

262,868

(2.86%)

1,577,206

(15.0%)

9,200,368

(100.0%)

10,514,706

(100.0%)

2.10.2 Significant Shareholders
Implemented Portfolios Limited owns 34.97% of the business. The largest individual shareholder by
control is the co-founder, Santiago Burridge at 17.35%.
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2.11 Historical Financials
2.11.1 P&L Statement FY20
AUD
Total Income
Revenue

10,001

Other Income*

116,269

Total Income

126,270

Expenses**
Total Expenses

(321,025)

Loss before Income Tax

(194,755)

* Revenue, interest income and Debt forgiven
** Bank charges, computer and IT expenses, Consultancy fees, Filing fees, Legal fees, Professional fees,
Subscriptions
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2.11.2 Balance Sheet FY20
AUD
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and Equivalents

298,478

Trade and other receivables

154,188

Total Current Assets

452,666

Non-current Assets
Intangible Assets (software development)

139,520

Total Non-current Assets

139,520

TOTAL ASSETS

592,186

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade creditors

4,851

Total Current Liabilities

4,851

Non-current Liabilities
Total Non-current Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

0
4,851

EQUITY
Issued Capital

636,000

Retained Earnings

(48,665)

TOTAL EQUITY

587,335
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2.11.3 Cash Flow Statement
AUD
Operating Cash Flows
Receipts from Treysta

10,000

Less Operational & Development spend

(346,914)

Net Operating Cash Flows

(336,914)

Financing Cash Flows
Capital raise

635,000

Net Financing Cash Flows

635,000

Net Change in Cash

298,086

2.11.4 Statement of Change in Equity FY20

Balance as at 1 July 2019

SHARE
CAPITAL
AUD

RETAINED
EARNINGS
AUD

TOTAL
EQUITY
AUD

1,000

23,464

24,464

(72,129)

(72,129)

After tax loss for the year
Capital raised

635,000

Balance as at 30 June 2020

636,000
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587,335
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2.12 Forecast Financials
Forecasts are inherently uncertain and should not be solely relied upon as they are subject to change,
uncertainty, and unexpected events, many of which cannot be controlled.
Accordingly, actual results are likely to differ from the forecasts. No representation or assurance is or can
be given that the forecasts will be achieved. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.
Forecasts have been prepared by Lumiant and have not been validated by an independent third party.

2.12.1 Key Assumptions
The forecasted financials are based on key assumptions about the number of members and products
subscribed to and the profitability of each product.
Lumiant has provided several forecast cases. The following forecast figures represent the most
conservative and assume that only 17% of advisers who have signed LOI are on-boarded by year two of
the forecast period.
These initial growth figures will be achieved by progressively onboarding LOI advisers and practices
aligned with the founding team and shareholder group. Further opportunities for growth in the short to
medium term arise from engaging Lumiant’s extensive industry network.

Key Assumptions:
• 5 new practices per quarter at 2 advisers per practice
• 100 clients onboarded per adviser over the first 18 months of use
• 2 new clients per month post this
• 240 advisers from Dealer Group and large centres of influence
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2.12.2 Summary of Key Business Metrics
CY2021

CY2022

Practices

90

180

Advisers

188

368

4,180

16,129

Implementation Fee - per Advisor

$2,500

$2,500

Ongoing Adviser Support

$2,500

$2,500

$600

$600

Revenue Assumptions

$1,878,219

$6,557,192

Operating Costs

$3,088,542

$4,589,048

($1,210,323)

$1,968,144

Users

Clients
Pricing Model

Client Usage Fee

EBITDA
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2.13 Risks Facing the Business
2.13.1 Key Risks
Risk is commonly described as the effect of uncertainty on a company’s objectives. Risk or uncertainty
may result in a positive or negative outcome.
Below is a description of the main risks facing Lumiant. Only the risks that may significantly impact the
success or failure of the business have been included.
An investment in Lumiant should be seen as high risk and speculative. A description of the main risks
that may impact our business is below. Investors should read this section carefully before deciding to
apply for shares under the Offer. There are also other, more general, risks associated with Lumiant (for
example, risks relating to general economic conditions or the inability to sell our shares).

Key Risks are within the areas of:
RISK

DESCRIPTION OF RISK

Regulatory Risk

Lumiant is intending to provide a software solution to those who operate in
a highly regulated environment and is therefore exposed to regulatory risk.
Regulatory risk primarily arises for Lumiant in that it may not adequately
deliver regulatory compliance to Best Interest Duty for financial planning
businesses, making it liable to any legal alterations that may occur. Given
that laws may also change in the future, this can impact Lumiant’s ability to
meet its value proposition to industry.

Funding Risk

Lumiant is in the process of raising funds (money) to achieve its strategic
business objectives. Specifically, it is raising funds to build its technology
and for marketing purposes. Without adequate funding, Lumiant may not
achieve its strategic business objectives.

People Risk

Lumiant has several key people that are important to the success of the
business. If these people are to leave, the stated industry reach may not be
realised. This will impact any future revenues and the overall success of the
business.
If these key people are to leave, they would need to generally be replaced
in order to achieve the business’ objective.

Competition Risk

Lumiant is intending to launch in the highly competitive enterprise SaaS
solution market. Competition risk occurs whenever there are other players
trying to win market share. The early nature of the business, alongside its
pre-launch state, means that competitors can enter the market and gain
first-move advantage.
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RISK

DESCRIPTION OF RISK

End Market
Disruption Risk

Lumiant serves an end market which is currently undergoing a significant
transition and at risk of substitution by Robo Advisers. There is a risk that
automation of the Financial Planning industry will reduce the number of
financial advisers and clients available to be served by Lumiant.

Market Risk

Upon launch, Lumiant may not prove as popular in the Australian market
as it was during the testing phase. This could impact customer acquisition,
impacting Lumiant’s ability to achieve its strategic business objectives.

2.13.1 Key Risk Mitigation
During Lumiant’s establishment and build phase, the following risks have been identified and will be
monitored on an ongoing basis by both Lumiant’s senior management and Board.

RISK
Regulatory Risk

MITIGATION DETAILS
Lumiant was developed directly in response to the guidance of the Royal
Commission report, and the industry. This means it has been tested to
ensure it serves its intended purpose and meets regulatory requirements.
Lumiant has extensive connections and relationships within the industry.
In the event the law is changed, industry input can be utilised to ensure the
software platform best serves adviser and client needs.

Funding/Capital
Risk

Lumiant will endeavour to comply with regulatory requirements, including
the Board-approved Capital Management Plan, monitoring capital levels
to ensure adequate capital levels are maintained, conducting detailed
forecasting and budgeting, and maintaining an appropriate buffer above the
minimum regulatory capital requirements.

People Risk

Lumiant will comply with regulatory requirements relating to governance
and conduct. In practice, Lumiant will strive to ensure appropriately
expert and experienced people are recruited to the Board and Executive
Management Committee and will establish a Code of Conduct.

Competition Risk

Lumiant plans to combat the risk of competition through focusing on the
drivers of its sustainable competitive advantage.

End Market
Disruption Risk

Robo advisers are currently in their infancy and provide a limited degree of
product-focused advice and portfolio management financial services. These
products do not match Lumiant’s ability to provide more comprehensive
advice in alignment with client values, elevating the value proposition and
efficiency of the existing Financial Advice industry.
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3.1 Terms of the Offer
The Company is offering up to 1,577,206 shares at an issue price of $0.95 per share to raise up to
$1,500,000. The key terms and conditions of the Offer are set out in the table below.

TERM

DETAILS

Shares

Fully-paid ordinary shares

Price

$0.95 per share

Minimum Subscription

$250,000

Maximum Subscription

$1,500,000

Opening Date

11 November 2020

Closing Date

16 December 2020, unless closed earlier by
the Intermediary

A description of the rights associated with the shares is set out in Section 3.3 below. To participate in
the Offer, you must submit a completed application form together with the application money via the
Intermediary’s platform. The Intermediary’s website provides instructions on how to apply for shares
under the Offer.
The Intermediary must close the Offer early in certain circumstances. For example, if the Maximum
Subscription is reached, the Offer must be closed. If the Minimum Subscription is not reached or the
Offer is closed but not completed, you will be refunded your application money.
Investors may withdraw their application during the Cooling-off Period. Further information on investor
cooling-off rights can be found in Section 4 of this CSF offer document.
The Offer is not underwritten.
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3.2 Use of Funds
The table below sets out the intended use of funds raised under this Offer based on the minimum and
maximum subscription amounts.

INTENDED
USE

MINIMUM
SUBSCRIPTION

MAXIMUM
SUBSCRIPTION

$179,000

$803,700

$32,000

$310,200

$0

$183,300

Onboarding and Customer Service

$19,000

$112,800

Offer Costs

$20,000

$90,000

Total Funds

$250,000

$1,500,000

People - Design Technology and
Operations
Other Operating Expense
People - Executive and Sales

Lumiant forecasted spending from October 2020
to October 2021

22%

People - Design Technology and Operations - 57%

8%
13%

57%

Other Operating Expense - 22%
People - Executive and Sales - 13%
Onboarding and Customer Service - 8%

The costs of the Offer include the Intermediary’s fees under the hosting agreement between the
Company and the Intermediary. These fees are 6% of funds raised.
Other than as specified above, no other payments from the funds raised will be paid (directly or
indirectly) to related parties, controlling shareholders, or any other persons involved in promoting or
marketing the Offer.
We expect that the Maximum Subscription amount will be sufficient to meet the Company’s cashflow
requirements as it moves into economic profit.
If only the Minimum Subscription amount is raised, the Company will require further funding to be able
to carry out its intended activities over the next 6 months. In such circumstances, the Company may
consider undertaking a further CSF offer under the CSF regime. Until additional funding is obtained,
Lumiant will scale back sales and marketing and production activities, and continue to focus its cash
resources on research and development and operating costs to launch its new technology.
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3.3 Rights Associated with
the Shares
Immediately after issue, the shares will be fully-paid shares. There will be no liability on the part of
shareholders and the shares will rank equally with the shares currently on issue.
The rights associated with the shares are set out in the Company’s constitution. A summary of these
rights is set out below. A copy of the constitution is attached in the Annexure to this CSF offer document
and is available on the Intermediary’s platform.

3.3.1 Voting Rights
Each shareholder has one vote on a show of hands and, on a poll, one vote for each share held.

3.3.2 Election and Removal of Directors
Shareholders may vote to elect and remove directors at a general meeting by way of ordinary resolution
(50%).

3.3.3 General Meetings and Notices
Directors have the power to call meetings of all shareholders or meetings of only those shareholders
who hold a particular class of shares. Shareholders who hold at least 5% of the votes which may be cast
at a general meeting of the Company have the power to call and hold a meeting themselves or to require
the directors to call and hold a meeting.

3.3.4 Dividends
All shareholders have a right to receive any dividends declared and paid by the Company. The directors
have a discretion and may resolve to pay dividends, subject to their obligations under the Corporations
Act (e.g. they cannot pay dividends unless the Company’s assets are sufficiently in excess of its liabilities
immediately before the dividend is declared and where it may materially prejudice the Company’s ability
to pay its creditors).

3.3.5 Winding-up
If the Company is wound up and there are any assets left over after all the Company’s debts have been
paid, the surplus is distributed to holders of ordinary shares after secured and unsecured creditors of
the Company. Holders of fully-paid ordinary voting shares rank ahead of other classes of shares (if any).
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4.1 Cooling-off Rights
You have the right to withdraw your application under this Offer and to be repaid your application
money. If you wish to withdraw your application for any reason (including if you change your mind about
investing in the Company), you must do so within five business days of making your application (the
Cooling-off Period).
You must withdraw your application via the Intermediary’s platform as follows:
•

You must contact Equitise via email (withdraw@equitise.com) to inform them of your intention to
withdraw your application.

•

After your withdrawal has been processed, the Intermediary will refund the application money to
your nominated account as soon as practicable.

4.2 Communication Facility
for the Offer
You can ask questions about the Offer on the communication facility available on the Intermediary’s
platform. You can also use the communication facility to communicate with other investors, with the
Company and with the Intermediary about this Offer.
You will be able to post comments and questions about the Offer and see the posts of other investors
on the communication facility. The Company and/or the Intermediary will also be able to respond to
questions and comments posted by investors.
Officers, employees or agents of the Company, and related parties or associates of the Company or the
Intermediary, may participate in the facility and must clearly disclose their relationship to the Company
and/or Intermediary when making posts on the facility.
Any comments made in good faith on the communication facility are not subject to the advertising
restrictions in the Corporations Act.
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4.3 Proprietary Company
Corporate Governance Obligations
4.3.1 Annual Report
While the Company is currently a small
proprietary company that is not required to
prepare annual financial reports and directors’
reports, if we successfully complete this Offer,
then we will be required to prepare and lodge
these annual reports with ASIC (within four
months of the financial year end). The Company
has a 30 June year end and its financial reports
must be lodged by 31 October each year.
Our financial reports are currently not required
to be audited as we are a small proprietary
company. This means that the Company’s
financial reports will not be subject to auditor
oversight, and, therefore, there will be no
independent assurance of the Company’s
financial statements. However, the directors
are still required to ensure that the financial
statements give a true and fair view of the
Company’s financial position and performance,
and that the financial statements comply with
the accounting standards.
We may be required to have our financial reports
audited in the future if we raise more than $3
million from CSF offers (including this current
offer and any future offers), or, otherwise,
become a large proprietary company.

4.3.2 Distribution of Annual
Report
The Company is not required to notify
shareholders in writing of the options to receive
or access the annual report. Shareholders will
not be able to elect to receive a copy of the
annual report by way of email or post. However,
shareholders can access the annual report on
the Company’s website at the following address
https://lumiant.com.au/ (free of charge) or can
purchase the report from ASIC.
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4.3.3 Related Party
Transactions
If we successfully complete this Offer, the rules
on related party transactions in Chapter 2E of
the Corporations Act will apply to the Company
(for so long as we continue to have CSF
shareholders). This means that the Company
is required to obtain shareholder approval
before giving financial benefits to related
parties of the company (e.g. directors and their
spouses, children or parents), subject to certain
exceptions (such as reasonable remuneration
provided to directors).

4.3.4 Takeovers
If we successfully complete this Offer and
have more than 50 shareholders, the takeover
rules in the Corporations Act will only apply to
the Company in a very limited way. If someone
wants to buy more than 20% of the voting
shares in the Company, they will be able to do
so without complying with the takeover rules.
This means that a person may be able to get
control of the Company without making a formal
takeover bid to all shareholders or without
seeking shareholder approval.
Shareholders will not have the benefit of the
full protections under the takeover rules, which
means you may not have the right to vote on or
participate in a change of control of the company.
However, the general principles of ensuring
shareholders have sufficient information and
time to consider a change of control, and all
have a reasonable and equal opportunity to
participate in any benefits, will apply to the
Company. In addition, the Takeovers Panel has
jurisdiction to hear disputes relating to control
of the Company.
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Glossary
Best Interest Duty means the duty
contained in section 961 of the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth) requires advisors to act in the
best interests of their retail clients and to place
their clients’ interests ahead of their own when
developing and providing personal advice.
Company means Lumiant Pty Ltd
ACN 610 279 135.

Financial Planning means the service
of providing financial plans and/or advice
covering cash flow management, retirement
planning, investment planning, financial risk
management, insurance planning, tax planning,
estate planning and business succession
planning.
Intermediary means Equitise Pty Ltd
AFSL 503 190.

Cooling-off Period means the period

ending five business days after an application is
made under this Offer, during which an investor
has a right to withdraw their application and be
repaid their application money.

CSF means crowd-sourced funding under Part
6D.3A of the Corporations Act.
DevSecOps is the philosophy of integrating
security practices within the development
process.
Financial Advice means professional

financial advice or guidance to customers
for compensation. Includes several different
services, such as investment management, tax
planning, estate planning portfolio management
and recommending insurance products.

Financial Adviser/Advice Planner

means a professional provides financial advice
or guidance to customers for compensation.
Financial advisers, or advisers, can provide
many different services, such as investment
management, tax planning, and estate planning
increasingly, financial advisors are providing a
range of services from portfolio management to
insurance products.
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Lifebook means Practice branded platform
that shows the client that their Confidence is
improving, Values are being met and they are on
track to lead their Best Life amongst many other
areas of the client’s wellbeing and financial life.
Maximum Subscription means the

amount specified in this CSF offer document as
the maximum amount sought to be raised by
the Offer.

Minimum Subscription means the

amount specified in this CSF offer document as
the minimum amount sought to be raised by the
Offer.

Non-CFO Spouse means the spouse who
is often disengaged from the financial decision
making process.
Offer means an offer of fully-paid ordinary
shares by the Company under this CSF offer
document.
Software-as-a-Service means a software
licensing and delivery model in which software
is licensed on a subscription basis and is
centrally hosted.
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Annexure
Appendix A – Shareholder Agreement:
available as a separate document on the Equitise platform.
Appendix B - Constitution:
available as a separate document on the Equitise platform.
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